Nadia...

BEAUTY
& SENSUALITY
IN THE
FLESH

EXPERIENCED
ONLY AT...

Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST'S FINEST

Corner of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (503) 243-4545
Discreet back lot parking
with side door entrance.

Honey Suckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 82ND AVE.
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking

BOTH LOCATIONS
OPEN 24 HOURS
We’re Looking Good From All Angles.

The Gentlemen’s Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling
WE'RE BACK...
WELCOME TO THE BRAND NEW, CUTTING EDGE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

GRAND RE-OPENING WEEK
WED. JUNE 4TH - SAT. JUNE 7TH

HAND CARVED ENTREES
ONLY $3 WED-FRI 4-8PM

ALL NEW MENU!
BETTER FOOD AT A BETTER PRICE!
CHECK OUT OUR ALL NEW SELECTION

Penthouse Pet June '01
Vivid Video Princess of Porn

If you thought Jenna was hot, wait until you see her shows:

BRIANA BANKS
Thur. June 5th
Fri. June 6th
Sat. June 7th
10pm & 1am

WIN FREE PORN!

From the DJX PORN FAIRY
Every Friday & Saturday Night
Porn - The gift that keeps on giving
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

NEW STARS. ALL-NEW LIGHTING SYSTEMS. ENTERTAINMENT SHOW. THE HOTTEST ENTERTAINERS ANYWHERE.

EXOTIC COVERGIRL CONTEST

EVERY TUESDAY FROM 9PM-MIDNIGHT. 1st, 2nd, & 3rd PLACE WILL SHARE $500 CASH & PRIZES EACH TUESDAY JUNE 10th - JULY 15th

FINALS WILL BE JULY 22nd @ 8PM... $2000 CASH & PRIZES!

PLUS THE AUGUST COVER OF EXOTIC MAGAZINE. OPEN TO ALL ENTERTAINERS WITH THEME SHOWS

CALL RICK @ 503.330.0784 FOR CONTEST DETAILS

FIRE PARTY

THURSDAY, JUNE 12th

WITH PORNSTAR JENNIFER STEELE & PYROSUTRA

SEE FIRE USED AS AN APHRODISIAC!
BRING YOUR MARSHMALLOWS.
VIP’S WATCH FOR YOUR MAILED INVITES

NOW SEEKING HOT CLASSY ENTERTAINERS FOR HOT SHIFTS!
CHECK US OUT! SHOWERS, TANNING BOOTHS, FRIENDLY STAFF, SAFE ENVIRONMENT. NO HOUSE FEES. NO MERCHANDISE SHOWS. ASK US HOW.

STARS BEAVERTON • 4570 SW LOMBARD • (503) 350-0868
Found:
Weapons of Ass Destruction
Huge selection of toys for girls and boys!

Reduced rental rates
New DVDs as low as $6.99!
Spotless, newly expanded and even more glorious Arcade!
(Check out our Buddy Glass)
New Release Gay Tapes ... $29.95

Open 24 hours
503.255.9414 • 14712 SE Stark Street
(see Exotic map for directions)

ASK FOR
MAJESTIC
Sensuality cannot be taught but it can be experienced...

AVAILABLE:
EXCLUSIVE TAN & CUTS, 503-786-5130
MON. 10AM-12MIDNIGHT
TUES. 5PM-12MIDNIGHT

INTIMATE OBSESSIONS, 503-254-4226
WED. 10AM-5PM

SHEER SENSATIONS, 503-774-1344
THURS. 10AM-5PM
FRI. 10AM-5PM

PHOTOS BY JIMON162@ATTBI.COM
Centerfold Suites
Downtown Portland's Premier Destination for Private Erotic Entertainment

OPEN 24HRS!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

ATM

Call for Bachelor Parties & Special Occasions
Same day Appointments Welcome

Located Downtown • 314 W. Burnside • 503.222.9823
Everything but the girls
Total Club Supplier

PLATINUM RECORDS
LIGHTS & SOUND

Sound - Lighting - Music - Video
TOTAL CLUB SUPPLIER
Design - Installation - Service - Rental

WWW.PLATINUM-RECORDS.COM
503-222-9166

Downtown Portland
104 SW 2nd AVE
Portland OR, 97204

Downtown Seattle
915 East Pike st
Seattle WA, 98122
The Northwest’s Largest Club
Cleopatra’s VIEWPOINT
FOLLOW THE LEADER

The Pharaoh’s Room
“Members Only”
See Club for details

DAILY SPECIALS
See club for details

Now offering
Couch Dancing in our
V.I.P. CANDLELIGHT ROOM

PRIME RIB BUFFET
Every Saturday at
10pm, All-You-Can-Eat!

From the rivers of Egypt
to you, comes
Cleopatra of the Nile...
Exotic raven haired beauty
performing her
charismatic show
exclusively at
Cleopatra’s Viewpoint

THURS., JUNE 26TH, 9PM-11PM-1AM
FRI., JUNE 27TH, 7PM-9PM-11PM-1AM
SAT., JUNE 28TH, 9PM-11PM-1AM

MON-SAT 11AM-2AM, SUN 3PM-MIDNIGHT
82ND AVE, NE KILLINGSWORTH • 503.254.0191
Every time you masturbate... God kills a kitten.
Please. Think of the kittens.

Try Genuine VIAGRA
Available from the convenience of your home or office
503-245-4550
(6 free tablets with initial consult)

COME TO SEATTLE AND DANCE AT...

THE Sands
7509 - 15TH AVENUE NW • SEATTLE • 206-782-1225
NO COVER • VIP ROOM • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

EARN UP TO $250+
PER SHIFT
DAYS OR NIGHTS
CALL 206-782-1014
10AM-5PM

ARE YOU 18 YEARS OLD OR OVER?

Every time you masturbate... God kills a kitten.
Please. Think of the kittens.

Try Genuine VIAGRA
Available from the convenience of your home or office
503-245-4550
(6 free tablets with initial consult)

COME TO SEATTLE AND DANCE AT...

THE Sands
7509 - 15TH AVENUE NW • SEATTLE • 206-782-1225
NO COVER • VIP ROOM • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

EARN UP TO $250+
PER SHIFT
DAYS OR NIGHTS
CALL 206-782-1014
10AM-5PM

ARE YOU 18 YEARS OLD OR OVER?

Great Food...
Even Greater View.
Keep your advertising regular.
The same time, on time, every month for 10 years.
Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Anyone removing magazines in bulk will be prosecuted on theft charges to the fullest extent of the law. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the expressed written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diaphoresis, vomiting, rash, itching, blues, swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, drowsiness, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, premature ejaculation, complete penile dysfunction, lupus, lyme disease and certain strains of knee-jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
In this city, as I was soon to realize, a peculiarly New York preoccupation: totally twitterpated—in love and forever falling for the suckerpunch. It was too cute. And, it’s all he could talk about was how in love he was. He’d been seeing this chick for nine months and they “still had sex five times a week!” He luh-luh-loved her. I managed to remain a kid for fifty years. He’s got this Heavyweight optimism and fealty toward Manitoba like I do for my own dad the preacherman. And made sure I watched the Yankees opener and didn’t become a prostitute. I had a giant manhattan in front of me and a private audience with HANDSOME DICK MANITOBA OF THE DICTATORS!!

“I am immune to hot cocoa. I need harder drugs. Spanish coffees, manhattans and Patron at least. But there are a few other things in my life that’ll salvage even the shittiest shipwrecked day, much like the boss’s “happy brew.” Electrocrut-your-cock seventies rock criticism, for instance. And Chanel lip-stick. And zippin’ on a pair of subtly fuck-me knee-high patent leather boots. And THE DICTATORS!!!

The “Greatest Rock and Roll Band of All Time” is playing Portland on Friday the 13th at Dante’s. Born in the Bronx and Queens, the Dictators got the Johnny Thunders joke and ran with it, singing proto-Ramones songs about chicks and wrestling and how great they are. The Dictators Go Girl Crazy was released in 1975, featuring hits “Master Race Rock” and “Back to Africa.” It showcased the band’s new frontman, Handsome Dick Manitoba, “the handsomest man in rock’n’roll.” Formerly the band’s roadie, Handsome was allowed to do a song or two every show, and his buffoonery proved so irresistable that he got himself a thirty-year gig.

Now he’s got a wife and brand new kid, lives above a pizza parlor in the East Village and posts his recipes on the Dic’s website. He owns a bar on Avenue B called Manitoba’s and served as my own personal welcome wagon when I moved to NYC. I’d only been there a few days when I stumbled into his bar. “Richard Meltzer sent me,” I said. And before you could say “Richard Meltzer,” I had a giant manhattan in front of me and a private audience with HANDSOME DICK MANITOBA OF THE DICTATORS!!

Now I call him Richard. Richard got me a job and a boyfriend in one week. And made sure I watched the Yankees opener and didn’t become a prostitute. He also promised to be my running buddy. Handsome! I’ll hold you to it! I feel a fealty toward Manitoba like I do for my own dad the preacherman.

But what I mostly saw in Manitoba was a kindred spirit. Here’s a guy who’s managed to remain a kid for fifty years. He’s got this Heavyweight optimism that, at the end of the day, is all ya need. For instance, that first day I met him, all he could talk about was how in love he was. He’d been seeing this chick for nine months and they “still had sex five times a week!” He luh-luh-loved her. I couldn’t believe it. Here was this punk rock HERO who would not shut up about his lady! Told me all sortsa scandalous details right off the bat. Said she’s-the-one. According to his friends, he’d said that twenty times before—a total fool for love and forever falling for the suckerpunch. It was too cute. And, as I was soon to realize, a peculiarly New York preoccupation: totally twitterpated, moon-in-the-sky-like—a-big-pizza-pie, gotta-shout-about-it LOVE.

I swear to god Portland is too cool for love. But not me. I LOVE the Dictators!
Subject: suicidegirlsresponse
Date: Wed, 21 May 2003
Posted by Circuit on May 11, 2003 at 09:20:52

Just read your article about suicide-girls.com. Makes sense, I (and a lot of other people) have been kicked off the site or had their access restricted for reasons that the people (or person, really, probably the guy who you talked to) who run it can't even tell.

I still don't know why I was kicked off the site. Y'know, I'm an anarchist, totally opposed to capitalism and all, but shitty business practices just double suck.

Anyway, good article. I'd never heard of you before, so I'm gonna go download some mp3's.

Circuit

Subject: anonymous applause
From: "Gabe" <misterbungle@earthlink.net>
Date: Sun, 4 May 2003

I just wanted to give Storm a big pat on the back for that article about "the little man behind the curtain of SG."

Although I don't know both sides, it certainly rings true. For fear alone of the silly misinformed ranks of the SG army I refuse to name my sources, but I will say that I have it on the highest authority that there is quite a bit more of that hissy-fit behavior behind SG than meets the eye. Plenty of girls have been dismissed under mysterious circumstances, which only encourages the rumor mill of people trying to explain away what happened. It's sad really. Only the girls tossed to the way-side (and possibly their closest friends) know the truth behind what really happened. (Telling their side usually results in being booted off the site, and dismissed by a majority of the Girls who are unfortunately misinformed by management to save face). For the most part there is a vein of similar circumstance that runs throughout every girl's story. They woke up to find they weren't valued for their opinions or individuality as they were led to believe, and that in the end what they amounted to in "The Site's" eyes was a tattooed piece of sellable flesh and not much more than that. It is business, and apparently business is good, but a site based around 100+ girls who wear their opinions on the outside as much as on the in is likely to be a breeding ground for contempt and disappointment. With all the wonderful press lately it's nice to see someone put up a little educated contrast. Just for the record however, the site itself is great as well as the girls, the community and the idea of it all, it's just that the management need not look a gift horse in the mouth.

Always, anonymous.

Subject: Phil
Date: Sat, 17 May 2003
From: "Steven Henry" <shiftyhe@attbi.com>
To: xmag@qwest.net

It doesn't occur to Phil Stanford that maybe you don't return his calls because he's a jerkoff? I've always wondered what the fuck does he write about Exotic for anyway in a smarmy cutey "About Town" society column in a yuppie "newspaper" supposedly aimed at a mainstream audience? Which they never even PRETENDED to do. They'll get paid anyway, so why not just promote friends and friends' businesses, etc. Drop names, suck ass in print.

He should just write about what it's like to get paid for sucking, for being failures at what they do, for losing money hand over fist. Great gig. Same with the oh-so-critical everyone-but-us-sucks “Portland Mercury.” He attacked Jim after the Officer Partridge thing and it was totally baseless and unfair, yet when Jim e-mailed a perfectly reasonable reply explaining his side, Stanford didn't even have the class to correct it or acknowledge it in the column.

I'm tellin' ya . . . .

Subject: gonzo video
From: "Dr. Gonzo" <gonzo@gonzovids.com>
To: xmag@qwest.net

Great article on Gonzo Video! We run a website (www.gonzovids.com) that specializes in Gonzo style video and have definitely seen an increase over the last 6 months! You may have heard us on the Rick Emerson Show (www.rickemerson.com) out there in Portland. Anyway, just wanted to throw some props out for a well written article. And don't get too wet.... freaking Northwest weather!!!

Dr. Gonzo
passing vehicle. We’ve all come across the type—the mouthy loser who has no friends but buys the beer so people hang out with him. Thankfully, not all boys let their mouths pop off all frat house style.....but most men THINK it. Bottom line, boys love boobs.

I won’t get into all of the Freudian mumbo jumbo of why.....otherwise I’d have to talk about Mom, and if you’re looking at this magazine, Mom shouldn’t enter into it. Let’s just say everybody loves boobs, big and small, but mostly big.

Enter Doctor Karl Wustrack. He loves big boobs, his mom, and has NEVER hollered at girls from his car. Dr. Wustrack is one of the highest client-recommended plastic surgeons in the area, and the creator of some of the finest tip-earning ta-tas in Multnomah County and beyond. He’s been pumping up cup sizes for more than twenty years, and though he says stripers make up less than half of his clientele these days, his artistry is bouncing around and earning big bucks in over half the clubs in Portland. The good Doctor was kind enough to meet with me and fill me in on filling ‘em up.

Now, I’ve seen Discovery Channel and all the extreme makeover stuff where the girl looks kinda normal afterwards and her titties look real and she’s just sooooooo happy with her brand new life. O.K....so what’s up with the fucked-up valleyed tupperware you see all greased-up and be-glittered at the rack and in porno movies? According to Dr. Wustrack there are some basic guidelines to follow in order to gain the best results from breast augmentation surgery, i.e. realistic looking and feeling breasts. So if you’re wanting a boobjob, read on.

Implants are squishy discs that go in empty and get filled with saline when they’re in place. They’re placed either in the breast itself (behind all your booby junk) or, more commonly, under the muscle wall. The latter generally achieves better results, according to the doctor. Though they can go into your body several ways, the preferred incision is under the aureola (the darker skin ‘round the nipples) or under the crease of the breast. You should discuss with your doctor where you feel the scar from the incision will be best concealed on your body, as well as how big you want to go. Also, implants have different textures and shapes as well as sizes. Textured implants have a rough appearance, like they’ve been scuffed up. The thought behind the textured implant is that they tend to stay put and supposedly decrease the instances of capsular contracture (scar tissue build-up within the muscle wall surrounding the implants, making boobs feel super hard or even look deformed). Dr. Wustrack explained that although textured implants may have some benefits, they have a higher instance of leakage. He recom-

mends the smooth, glassy looking ones. Anatomical (teardrop shaped) implants sound like an obvious alternative to the usual circular ones, but the good Doctor explained that when placed in the snug pocket cut into your muscle wall, round and teardrop implants achieve the same result.

Another very important thing to consider is your body type. Though every type can get a realistic looking rack, the best body for new boobs is someone with some breast tissue and a wee bit of sag. For once here’s an instance where girls with some meat on them have the upper hand. If you’re a petite, thin type with small, tight boobies, you’ll have a problem going too big and keeping it real(istic). You shouldn’t go up more than one cup size or you could end up with two cantaloupe halves set upon your spindly ribcage. Stop crying and go have a sandwich, skinny.

An easy thing to forget when considering buying some new boobs is that augmentation mammoplasty is major surgery. Expect to be in huge amounts of pain. Pain. Not sore, like doing too many sit-ups. Real "Oh my God it feels like someone chopped into my chest meat and pumped a big, bagel sized foreign object into the bloody gash and stitched me up again. God I feel ....pretty!" pain. Don’t be a hero when the doctor asks you your preference for pain medicine....go for the good smack.

"Oh my God it feels like someone chopped into my chest meat and pumped a big, bagel sized foreign object into the bloody gash and stitched me up again. God I feel....pretty!"

Avoid ibuprofen for a couple of weeks; it can cause bleeding. Depending on your vocation, you can expect to be laid up for a week. If you’re healing nicely, you can resume more physical activities in a couple of weeks. That means sex, stripping, boxing or doing the log toss. You won’t really want to use your upper body for much anyway, other than to prop yourself up on pillows, moaning in pain and begging for drugs.

Two days or so after surgery you need to commence your breast massaging routine. This keeps circulation going in the pocket that holds the implant and prevents too much scar tissue from building up. From what I understand, this is the last thing you want to do two days after surgery, but it’s a very important part of aftercare, says the Doctor. It’s the best way to get the implants to settle behind your natural boobs and start looking and feeling soft and pliable.

Remember that when you’re healing from all this, it may look like you got face, sternum and collarbone implants as well. Have you ever seen the shiny, swollen chests of girls showin’ off their big ticket items too soon? Post-op swelling is normal and can even last a couple months, but if you didn’t go too big, you massage every day and do what the doctor says, your implants will drop into place and it’ll only be for others to wonder if they’re real and to say, "Show me your TITS!!"
There's More to Life than Blonde hair & Blue eyes, and we'll prove it!

Cinnamon

The Gentlemen's Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

Secret PLEASURES
503.761.4040
12503 SE Division, C
24 Hours / 7 Days

Secret PLEASURES
503.644.5730
4345 SW Rose Biggl Ave.
Sun-Thu 10am - 12mid, Fri & Sat 10am - 2am
24 Hours / 7 Days

Private Pleasures
503.768.9235
5W 53rd & Barbrr Blvd.
24 Hours / 7 Days
I’m Back
Can you believe you’re reading this? Trust me old friends, I can’t believe I’m writing it. But somehow, I’m back at my old desk on Burnside pounding out your monthly dose of Erotic City. It’s not Erotic’s fault, I brought it up as a joke. I simply pointed out that my former column had become terribly boring and altogether uninteresting since I had left. It amazes me to this day that so many of you not only read, but have directly quoted the “mindless and nonsensical rants” I spewed onto these pages. But that was a long time ago. A lot has happened here in our fair City of Rosebuds since my departure from Erotic. In the good old days it was just a simple game of tug-of-war between this proud publication and our stubborn English associate over at SFX. Then Erotic pissed me off. And even though my resignation from Erotic was intended to be a total departure from publishing all together, it didn’t quite work out that way...

I Love Exotic
Being the “whore” that I am, I jumped aboard what I thought would be the new leader of PDX’s free skin mags: Enter Xcitement. I stuck around for a whopping two issues before MY “excitement” waned. Yeah, they’re real nifty, with their shiny pages and big time porn stars and all, but it wasn’t Exotic. It was like getting a Gardenburger thrown at you when you ordered a Filet Mignon. So I bailed, and like any good “whore” would do, I fell straight into the arms of the next dumbass that wanted to start a magazine in this town—Like we really needed one! But the guy paid me a signing bonus, made lots of promises, and somehow seduced me into another stab at the old magazine biz. Problem was, none of you ever saw that one, since only about 500 copies made it into the country.

One would think an embarrassing series of maneuvers like that would finally motivate me to call it quits in the PDX magazine scene right? But then again, as much as I bitched and moaned between these pages, in the six years or so I spent in this arena, I was my most happily dysfunctional right here at Exotic. So for some reason, these crazy bastards turned me loose once again. Forgive them, Portland, they’re really a bunch of good guys...honest. It’s all my fault, it was my idea. I know what you’ve all heard about me, and I’ve heard what you all say. But love me, hate me, at least I’ve given you some twisted form of amusement over the years, and I got lots more to give.

Finally, Sushi and Strippers
The new Union Jacks has got it going on this month. Thursday nights are TroubleVision at Jacks with 2 girls on each stage, 2-for-1 two girl table dances and, starting this month, TroubleVision Team Challenges. With an all new expanded table dance area, this is a night you don’t wanna miss, unless you thought of two hot naked babes making you the meat in their sandwich turns you off. Every Sunday at Jacks don’t miss Swingforno & Sushi. With hot sultry babes dancing to classic blues, big band swing and jazz classics all night long. If you clean yourself up, these babes will even dance WITH you if you’re lucky. You can even dive into the new Sunday sushi menu to give yourself a little extra stamina for a weekly swing dance contest with $100 in prizes.

Hit The Spot
Twenty-two G-Spot girls were at the Pallas on May 29th and it was a HUGE party. They’ll be there again June 28th, along with the band Debris. Don’t miss it...the G Spot is now 3 times as hot! Sounds like a multiple orgasm to me, but when you’re talking about the #1 Babe the Guys at Exotic Wanna Fuck, the G Spot is where you wanna hit. And just in case you can’t find your way there, now all 3 of Sheena’s shops are G spots (formerly Anastasia’s & Palace of Pleasure). So for all you bold and adventurous horndogs out there, think about this: you can hit Sheena’s G spot in three different places now. Sounds like it’s gonna be a wet summer. Love ya Sheena, you know where my spot is baby, stop by to Jack it anytime...

Free Boobs
The suspense is swelling boys and girls! This month Exotic’s biggest contest ever is bouncing from one club to another to keep your libido in lust. Jiggling your way on June 12th @ Sassy’s, the 19th at Cleopatra’s Viewpoint and the 26th at Club Exotica. We’ll bust out with the grand finale at Stars on July 10th to see who wins the complimentary rack courtesy of Exotic. Call 503-827-8018 to sign up, or meet at The Refectory at 9pm on June 4th.

I Love Exotic Even More
Hey, dude, what’s the coolest free porn mag in town? Exotic Magazine. We’re so damn cool next month we’ll be ten years old. You know how many asses we had to kiss, how many babes we had to lay to get this far? Ten years is a big one, friends. And of course we’re gonna be throwing a major gig to celebrate our First Decade of Decadence. Make sure you’re there. Your friends will all disown you and your girlfriend will dump you if you’re not.

Be Nice to Sailors
Attention Smut Soldiers, it’s Rose Festival time again Portland. That means we’re gonna have a lot of visitors in town crowding in on the action you all take for granted. So when the sailors muscle up to the rack this month, put a buck or two in front of them and show a little appreciation for the ass kicking they handed Sadaam and his boys while you were sitting at home beating off to free porn mags. Give ’em some respect. Better yet, buy ’em a table dance.

The End
That wraps things up for this month, kids. Maybe I’ll even be back again next issue if I haven’t pissed anyone off. Who knows? But contaminating your world with my jaded words is always a pleasure.

I’ll see you out there (and so will the security cameras)... Spooky

“John is a lower life form than anyone who works at Exotic. He is Industry standard straight off the assembly line. A cheap replaceable, airbrushed figure who thinks money or attention can somehow make him less of a grotesque cartoon.” —Exotic magazine, November 2002
EXOTICA INTERNATIONAL
240 NE COLUMBIA BLVD. 503.285.0281
WWW.EXOTICASHOWCLUB.COM

MIA   LEXXUS   ENVY   IVY   ASHLEY   CHRISTINE

ENTERTAINERS!
CHECK OUT LOWERED
SHIFT FEES

4 STAGES
WITH FULL BAR
FUN PARTY ATMOSPHERE

MARY SAINT
CLAIRE

SYDNEE

HAPPY HOUR 3PM-7PM
7 DAYS A WEEK

LARGEST VIP ROOM
AVAILABLE FOR BOOKING

SAGE

DON’T MISS THE 3RD ROUND OF EXOTIC MAGAZINE’S
BOOB JOB CONTEST THUR. JUNE 26TH @ 9PM
e.) all of the above?

How many times have I heard that the Makers suck? How many times have I said that? Many times. How many times have I been told I’m a spoiled fuckin’ brat who will never be satisfied? Many times more. What’s my fuckin’ problem? At least one of the Makers is drop-dead gorgeous, at least one song on every album is super stripperific and there’s always pretty people to look at at their shows... What’s my fuckin’ problem?

Bar boy at the strip club, on hearing I was interviewing them, summed it up thusly. “Those guys are like cartoons of themselves!! They’re always doing the Makers Cartoon. One time the lead singer was all freakin out, climbing the amplifiers, swinging the mic around, doing his thing—strutting, dancing, when he looked out into the audience and for literally HALF A SECOND registered that there were only four people left, was like duuuude, then went right back into his shticker.”

It’s true. Something about them is formulaic. But punk rock IS formulaic. Something about them lacks soul... but who needs soul in their punk rock’n’roll? Something about them is CONTRIVED. SO FUCKIN’ WHAT? But... something about them just doesn’t quite... rock. They’re like a cartoon diorama band. Their songs are technically great—“Are you on the
inside or the outside of your) PANTS" is an instant strip club classic. Yet something in the delivery is too mechanical. But MAN I would still like to make out with the lead singer. He looks like Prince!! Moves like him too. And anything that is in any way Prince is so purrrrr.

So I had my chance last month and I blew it. The Makers will never make out with me because, as I learned during the interview, it is NOT COOL to impugn their veracity, vitality, virility. Very very uncool. And here I go doing it again. But let me tell you what he was wearing—[bikini briefs]—a gorgeous velvet blazer (by Grannie Takes a Trip) embroidered with orange cacti and purple tigers and tiny green stars and other Lucky Charms that was rumored to have been Jimi Hendrix’s. He bought it for $17 at a thrift store of course. I would love to see my pink leather jacket on top of that blazer on his floor but it’ll never happen. Not now. Not after this.

VIVA: You all have such fabulous outfits! What town do you think has the most fabulous outfits in the United States?


VIVA: What were you guys wearing back in 1991 when you started? Did you kinda do the Ramones-Buzzcocks-Who thing, like most 15-year garage punk veterans?

Makers: We wore the same thing. If anything we had more of a uniform then, more mod—jackets and stuff. And we got a lot of shit for it back in the grunge era in Spokane. Everyone was in like t-shirts, cut-offs... then we would play and we’d get bottles thrown at us and fights would break out...

VIVA: Like Quadrophenia?

Makers: ...yeah...we were wearing suits... we were guys who actually had hairdos. That was what people focused on the most. Our music aside, people would just check us to see what we were wearing and our hair and then they would decide whether or not they liked us.

VIVA: When did you move to Seattle?

Makers: Six years ago.

VIVA: Six years?! You were intent to be in Spokane for six years? Wow. I’ve been like a sorta fan for about six years. And then three years ago, something gelled. When Rock Star God came out in 1999 you were a new band—very dynamic. Was it easier then, after so many years together?

Makers: Of course it gets easier cuz we know each other so well. It’s like family... you don’t have to call your brothers and sisters every week and you’re still in love, you know? Same with us. If we disbanded and got back together in ten years, we’d still be able to, you know, rock the house.

VIVA: Do you see yourselves as lifers? Or is it a year to year if?

Makers: Well I’m sure we’ve all contemplated like, you know, giving it up...

VIVA: Med school?

Makers: Well, maybe not that, but, you know, Hair Academy... but the bottom line is we’d all be doing it in one form or another; right now we’re onstage, but if we weren’t onstage, we’d still be out there, making music and getting together.

VIVA: Well, it’s amazing that you’ve been doing this for thirteen years. Garage rock bands can only remain interesting for two years tops, and you’ve managed to reinvent yourselves enough to still keep it fresh. Like what are the White Stripes gonna do? They’re already adding bloat-ed orchestrations to their stuff. Thirteen years! And you just like three years ago snagged me. I always thought the Makers were kinda histrionic, kinda cliché almost... but then Rock Star God came out and now I strip to you guys all the time! [noticeable distress and murderous aggression at the table] I mean.... maybe it’s a Portland thing, but the Makers were always very ambitious, very cohesive, and that just wasn’t ok. There’s this mentality in the Northwest where ambition is NOT OK and you guys were too like “Fame!” Like when I saw you open for Mudhoney and...

Makers: We never opened for Mudhoney.

VIVA: OK. Well, Guitar Wolf opened for Mudhoney but it was kinda a lackluster show and two years later it just completely caught fire and THAT IS WHAT I’M TALKING ABOUT! There’s a lot of Continued on page 74 >>
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No-Income-Verification Loans With Down Payment and Reasonable Credit.
- No Tax Returns
- No Proof of Income

Call Jerry
(503) 224-4564 Office
(503) 312-3332 Mobile
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE TODAY

Immortal Images
Tattoo and Body Piercing

WE HAVE MOVED!
2628 SE. POWELL BLVD
PORTLAND
503-775-4071

SEXY LADIES...
YOU AND YOUR
NEW TATTOO
COULD BE IN OUR
NEXT AD. TALK TO
MAXX
FOR MORE
DETAILS.
Sweet Sensations
The Alternative for Sensual Adults

10018 SW Canyon RD
Portland, OR • 503-297-0858

SERVING THE PORTLAND AREA’S
ADULT NEEDS FOR TWO DECADES

VIDEOS - DVDs - MAGS - ARCADES

All Adult Video
10660 SE DIVISION ST. • SE PORTLAND
14555 SE McLoughlin Blvd. • GLADSTONE

Adult Video Only
229 SE 181ST AVE. • GRESHAM
10620 NE FOURTH PLAIN • ORCHARDS

The Bookstore
NW 4TH & BURNSIDE • DOWNTOWN PDX

Got Porn? We do.

Kitty’s CAT HOUSE

HIRING FUN GIRLS
888-MISS-KITTY

HOT NASTY WILD
LEGAL SEX

Jeannie Rivers
XXX STAR

LADIES MAKE BIG MONEY
WITH LEGAL SEX IN NEVADA
ALWAYS HIRING FUN GIRLS!

774-246-7077
CARSON CITY, NEVADA
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM RENO & LAKE TAHOE

Got Porn? We do.

EXOTIC MAGAZINE
I stood alone, as I often stood during my childhood. I had just purchased an ice cream cone from a shop along the salty splintery old New Jersey boardwalk. But alas, I was too eager to devour my sugary treat, for as I lunged in to take my first lick, my tongue pushed the scoop of ice cream right off the cone and onto the boardwalk, where it silently, insultingly plopped. I stood there, a beardless boy with an empty cone, terrified and on the brink of tears. A group of nearby greasy biker types began laughing at the empty cone, laughing at the blob of ice cream starting to melt on the boardwalk, laughing at the little boy’s pain…laughing at MY pain.

For the rest of my life, well into adulthood, I’ve been trying to fill the hole in that ice-cream cone. I’ve used drugs, violence, promiscuity, parlor tricks, and every other desperate, self-destructive, attention-seeking measure my imagination could muster simply to fill the vacant hole left in my heart when that scoop of ice cream fell to the ground.

And yet the answer was there all along. The answer is, and always has been, ice cream. So let us put away our swords and take up ice cream cones instead.

I mean, really, as a human being, how can you not like ice cream? How can a person in their right fucking mind not enjoy a good Nutty Buddy from time to time? You show me someone whose mood isn’t elevated by a gooey bowl of Rocky Road, and I’ll show you a subhuman monster. Show me a man who doesn’t like ice cream, and I’ll show you a child molester. I’ll show you the sort of person who’d bury a kitten up to its head and then run over it with a lawn mower. The sort of person who would have an orgasm without asking their partner if they had an orgasm, too. What kind of a jackass doesn’t like ice cream? A uniquely barren, soulless, SICK kind of jackass, that’s what kind. What sort of human being says, “No, I’m full, I think I’ll pass on ice cream for dessert”? The answer is simple: “No sort of human being at all.”

God exists within ice cream. It’s more than a drug—it’s a sacrament. I have tasted my share of hell, but I’ve also licked the divine. When one gobbles an ice cream cone, it’s like sticking a piece of heaven in your mouth. It’s like inserting a part of God into your body. Eucharistic candy for your spiritual sweet tooth. A hint of the eternal. The unblemished. Ambrosia. Nectar of the gods. A big fluffy dollop of Jehovah’s cum. There is a bit of Christ’s flesh in every bowl of Dreyer’s, a thousand angels in every pint of Ben & Jerry’s. Ice cream cleanses the palate and refreshes the spirit. It mends broken hearts and is a balm to the weary soul. The lame are made to walk, the blind are made to see, and quarrelling couples are made to see each other’s point.

Let us drown our troubles in a frosty ocean of cream and sugar. Allow us to gorge ourselves on whipped cream piled up like cottony heaps of divine ejaculate. Delightful! Each biteful! Such savory delectable tasty deliciousness! Such jolly refreshment! Enjoyment, satisfaction, contentment and an almost tidal-wave-like sense of being swallowed up and interconnected with The Light. Little icy creamy cotton clouds of heavenliness. Miraculous frozen crystals of creamy, sweetness-laden goodness. You have the ice, you have the cream, you have the sugar, and you have the flavoring. How do they do it?

I want to eat so much ice cream that most of my body is made of ice cream. When I am not near ice cream, I experience separation anxiety. It settles me down. It makes things so that I don’t want to hurt people so much.
IT'S A SUNSHINY MID-MAY DAY. The warm winds of spring are upon us. I leave my bunker and tra-la-la merrily down the sun-dipped street. I buy some ice cream for myself. I buy some for my friends. Look at his delighted face when I hand him a Dilly Bar! Look at her rosy-cheeked joy when I slip her an ice-cream sandwich! We all smile. It's nice.

From across the ice cream parlor, a young girl, fertile and nubile and filled with pep, wraps her lips around an ice-cream cone. She winks at me and blows a kiss with her cream-smudged lips. I gesture down at my banana split and make several suggestive eyebrow motions. She asks me to come over and sit with her so that we can eat our ice cream together. Later that day, we go back to her place and have sex.

“If only vaginas tasted this good.”

If only vaginas tasted this good.

Ice cream comes in many flavors, just like people. Vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry—the white man, black man and red man working together—with a scoop of butter pecan thrown in to honor our jolly yellow friends from the Orient. Ice cream celebrated diversity before the rest of America got with the program—Baskin-Robbins had 31 flavors while the South still had separate drinking fountains.

And then, suddenly, I think of the ghetto children who don’t have access to as many flavors as I do, and I get sad. And I wonder—would Hitler have been different if he ate a waffle cone a day? Would slavery have been more bearable had the slaves been regularly fed big bowls of chewy ice cream? If someone had spoon-fed Jesus some Haagen-Dazs while he was hanging there on the cross, would his last hours have ticked by a little more smoothly?

So let us celebrate life, but more importantly, the LIVING of life. Let us continue to eat ice cream and to silence the cream-negative voices out there.

Shove an ice-cream cone in your mouth and tell me I’m wrong. Put it in your mouth, slosh it all around, swallow it, and then call me a fucking liar. I dare you! Jam a quart of Haagen-Dazs down your piehole and tell me it isn’t great to be alive. Stick that cone in your face and start licking, bitch. It doesn’t even hurt the first time.

FUN FAX ‘BOUT ICE CREAM

• Severely retarded infants who are fed a constant diet of ice cream throughout childhood are able to grow up and lead productive adult lives.

• Studies show that serial killers suffer from an ice-cream deficiency.

• Ice cream can kill many infections and has proven successful in treating most common Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STDs).

• Ice cream doubles the sperm count and makes women “horny like mice.”
ACROPOLIS
CLUB & STEAKHOUSE

“%We invite you to measure
us against the competition%

Featuring
Taylor

4 STAGES
OF PORTLAND’S FINEST
EXOTIC ENTERTAINMENT

$4 STEAK SPECIALS
51 BEERS ON TAP
300 LIQUOR VARIETIES
FULL BAR

OUTSTANDING
GREEK &
AMERICAN
CUISINE

8235 SE McLOUGHLIN • (503) 231-9611
FETISH NIGHT
SATURDAY June 28th
WHIPS, CHAINS & GERBILS

BEACH PARTY WEEKEND
Friday & Saturday June 13 & 14
“Open” Wet T-Shirt Contests!
Everyone that comes gets Leid!

FETISH NIGHT
SATURDAY June 28th
WHIPS, CHAINS & GERBILS

Quality Not Quantity!
We DON’T have the Most Girls
We Just have the BEST Girls

Featuring the Northwest’s HOTTEST Dancers

Full Bar • Kitchen • Lottery

5782 Portland RD NE • Salem Oregon • 503.393.4782
Just 40 Minutes from Downtown Portland • I-5 South Exit 260B then 1 mile east
Come and See the New Upstairs!

New "Maxi" Theater & Social Club

- Social Clubs
- Dancing
- Male Dancers
- Juice Bar
- Lap Dancing
- "Socializing"
- Tunnel of Love

Yearly Membership Only $10
$5 Cover per Visit

100% DVD 63 - Channel Arcade
Private Preview Rooms
"Mini" Theater

3815 State St. Salem, OR 97301
(Near the corner of Lancaster & State)
www.BobsAdultBooks.com

503-363-3846
The Hideaway Exotic Lounge
NOW OPEN!!!
NOW HIRING QUALITY ENTERTAINERS - BIG $$$ AVAILABLE!!!

Bringing you the best in 18 & over entertainment in Salem!

Comfortable, casual and friendly atmosphere!
Featuring: Exotic Dancers, Couch Dances & Private Shows

Couples Always Welcome!

200 Lancaster Dr. SE
Salem, OR 97301
FOR AUDITIONS CALL: 503.910.7415

H2O H2O
A GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
TWO GREAT CLUBS IN ONE! LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN ROCKAWAY BEACH!
9:30PM-2:30AM, ENJOY EXOTIC DANCING IN THE H2OH LOUNGE OR LIVE MUSIC IN OUR PLACE LOUNGE

PARTY AT THE BEACH!!!

DANCERS!!!
GET AWAY TO THE COAST, SPEND A NIGHT OR A WEEKEND AND ENJOY 7 MILES OF BEACH AND HOTELS WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE AT...

OREGON’S NEWEST ADULT ENTERTAINMENT VENUE AT THE BEACH
FULL BAR • FULL MENU • POOL PRIVATE DANCES

503-355-2266

STARS Cabaret on the river
SALEM, OREGON

SEE FIRE AS YOU’VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE... AS AN APHRODISIAC!

FIRE PARTY
FRIDAY, JUNE 13TH
STARRING JEN STEELE, PORN PYROMANIAC & THE PYROSUTRA EROTIC DANCE TROUPE
ONE NIGHT ONLY • DON’T MISS IT

Jennifer Steele

STARS SALEM • 103 PINE ST SE • 503.370.8063
WIN A
BOOB JOB CONTEST 2003

ROUND 1
THU JUNE 12TH @ 9PM
SASSY'S
927 SE MORRISON • PORTLAND

ROUND 2
THU JUNE 19TH @ 9PM
CLEOPATRA'S VIEWPOINT
8102 NE KILLINGSWORTH • PORTLAND

ROUND 3
THU JUNE 26TH @ 9PM
EXOTICA
240 NE COLUMBIA • PORTLAND

FINAL ROUND
THU JULY 10TH @ 9PM
STARS BEAVERTON
4570 SW LOMBARD AVE • BEAVERTON

LAST CHANCE TO SIGN-UP!
Time is running out! Don't miss your last opportunity to enter one of Portland's most famous contests. Sign up at...
THE REFECTOR Y ON WEDNESDAY JUNE 4 at 9PM located at NE 122nd & Halsey.

All contestants must be at least 21 years of age. Contestants will be judged on performance, costume, creativity and charm. Entry fee is $50 with all stage and house fees inclusive. First prize is a breast augmentation. Second prize is a snowboard. Third prize is a professional photo shoot and make-over.

Hold On To Your Bra Straps! Here We Go!
The Preliminary Rounds are set for June.
The Final Round will be announced next month. To be a contestant you must sign up for one of the following Preliminary Rounds. For more information on entering, please turn to page 65 or call (503) 827-8018.
Great Food...

Even Greater View.

BOOB JOB
CONTEST
Thursday June 12

927 SE MORRISON
PORTLAND • 503.231.1606
AS SEEN ON THE EVENING NEWS
THE "GODFATHER"
OF ALL GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS
"ENTERTAINMENT YOU CAN'T REFUSE!"

- OUTSTANDING FOOD
  ALL NEW MENU
- INTENSE TABLE
  DANCES
- HI TECH ATMOSPHERE
- STATE OF THE ART
  SOUND & LIGHTING
- OPEN AIR PATIO
  NOW OPEN

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT WITH
"FAMILY VALUES"

938 E. BURNSIDE
(503) 236 - 1125

VOTED IN TOP 10
CLUBS BY
WILLAMETTE
WEEK
SWINGFERNOS & SUSHI SUNDAYS

$100 PRIZES FOR BEST SWING DANCERS
TIRED OF THE SAME OLD GRIND?
SWING ON IN FOR A SPECIAL NIGHT WITH THE UNION JACKS QUEENS OF CABARET & NOTHING BUT THE FINEST BIG BAND, BLUES, JAZZ AND SWING MUSIC.
PLUS SPECIAL BURLESQUE ACTS, BELLY DANCERS, FIRE SHOWS AND NOW FEATURING AN ALL NEW SUSHI MENU (SUNDAYS ONLY!)

2 X SEXY 2 X HOT = TROUBLE VISION
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
2 GIRLS ON EACH STAGE - 2 GIRL TABLE DANCES - 2 FOR 1 BAR SPECIALS

WORK IN A HIGH TRAFFIC SOPHISTICATED SHOWCLUB AND MAKE GOOD MONEY IN A COMFORTABLE, CLASSY ENVIRONMENT.
WE'RE NOT A GOTH CLUB, THIS IS AN ALL NEW UNION JACKS.
WANT TO BE A PART OF IT? QUALITY, PROFESSIONAL DANCERS MAY AUDITION BY APPOINTMENT.
STOP BY FOR A TOUR AND CHECK OUT THE BEST DRESSING ROOMS IN PDX, WITH TANNING, SHOWERS, PRIVATE VANITY & LOCKERS.

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY VISIONS ENTERTAINMENT

"ALL EYES ON YOU"

FOR AUDITIONS OR BOOKING INFORMATION CALL JOHN AT 503-319-1693 OR EMAIL VISIONSXXX@YAHOO.COM
CREATIVE PORTRAITURE
MODEL PORTFOLIOS
FINE ART NUDES
DIGITAL IMAGING

HEARTLIGHT
STUDIO
EROTIC PHOTOGRAPHY BY J. PATRICK AMES
360.993.1009
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Now Hiring Dancers
(18YRS & OLDER)

New 1-on-1 Shows with NO GLASS, $25 & UP

Supersale
$15 DVD's - 3 for $40 Full Feature Tapes $10 - 3 for $25

Rentals as low as $1 for 2 days

Wide Selection of Men's & Women's Dancewear & Lingerie (We carry plus sizes)

Videos, DVD's, Magazines, Novelties & Much More

8845 NE Sandy Blvd., Portland, OR • 503-408-0958
LAST FIESTA

danzine
1995 - 2003

Live Music By

STORM + the Balls

with DJ Dairy

DOORS 9 PM 21+

SAT, June 14

SEVEN STARS • 205 NW 4th

CHINATOWN

TICKETS SLIDING $10 TO $1000

$1 OFF WITH CAN OF FOOD!
The porn stacking up around me seems to dissolve, leaving me here at three in the morning feeling numb. It can’t possibly be another lonely night when I’m surrounded by Polina, Lola, Justina, Sindi, Leila and Karina getting every ripple of their twats reamed in BEAUTIFUL GIRLS 9. Might I be in denial? Can this frazzled fucking replete with reverse gang bangs, admittedly a substitute for the real thing, be keeping me sequestered in bed with the spilled remains of a wine bottle soaking into the carpet?
Unequivocally yes.
But I’d call it solitude rather than loneliness. Solitude is being at peace with yourself while recognizing that the wreckage and ruin you’ve made of your life are part of the human carnival that cannot be escaped. So you keep pushing on. Whatever it is that circumscribes my life as I’ve gotten older, loneliness is not something that imprisons me. Lack of money certainly does. But had money ever motivated me the last thing I would have done is try to make a living writing.
I enjoy laying siege to porn once a month because porn has been wildly successful at capitalizing on the wreckage and ruin and loneliness of men’s lives. So it makes perfect sense that a film director works up scenes where Kimmy, Jody and Cheryl get their holes blown out in DOUBLE PENETRATION VIRGINS, or Randy Spears, after attending a funeral, catches Renee LaRue’s eye and then fucks her in the cemetery in HEAVEN’S REVENGE.
Sometimes porn takes itself too seriously, though I’m never sure if the porn kings really mean it or if they feel a legal fig leaf is necessary now that John Ashcroft’s Justice Department is making noises about evil producers of sexual filth undermining the American Way of Life, a very old attack that is sure to fail. JM Productions, the company that released Double Penetration Virgins, has this “notice to consumers” on all their DVD’s: “The video you are about to watch presents fictional accounts of sexual relationships. It was designed to stimulate and enhance your sexual enjoyment as well as to inform and educate.”
Watching cum being splattered on a girl’s tongue and a crescendo of gaping assholes plummeted by Doc Johnson’s missile vibe—a ten-inch red plastic phallus embedded with glitter flecks and a platoon of wood boys—doesn’t strike me as informative and educational. But it sure does express some powerful deep-rooted urges viewers need to have gratified.

Saddam Hussein’s son, Odai, wanted very much to be informed and educated. The American troops crashed into his palace and found the walls of his gym plastered with photos of women downloaded from the Internet. The genocidal asshole had so much money he leaned more toward hookers than porn. He even had a black book with hundreds of names of women along with ratings for each one. His warehouse was filled with a million dollars worth of booze and six bags of heroin. He was also in charge of a secret police squad that tracked down hookers who were then publicly executed with a bullet in the head. Hey, we got hypocritical preachers and politicians in this country, but at least they end up looking bad and the hooker usually ends up making some bucks with a tell-all story and a brief moment of fame on the tube.

I’d like to see Ashley Blue take on Odai the way she does in GIRLVERT 2. “I’m here to degrade people for my pleasure,” she says. And indeed she does. Mainly she humiliates other women, jumping on them with her strap-on and shoving dildos down their throats. “C’mon you doggy bitch, take it all the way down, gag on it, choke on it bitch. You fucking little pig, you want to be abused right? I’ll choke you till you pass out.”

Eating Fried Pork Skins out of a bag and stomping her boot on someone’s face comes naturally to Ashley. With her low-life fuck-you attitude she could handle Odai nicely, shoving her strap-on in his mouth, up his ass and then stomping on his face. Better yet, Ashley could do what porn can’t. Make a snuff film and show it in “real time” on TV. Ashley snuffing out that pig fucker with a bayonet. Now there’s a fantasy I can grab onto.
NOW MODELING AT A PRIVATE LINGERIE SHOP NEAR YOU

BRITTANY XXX RATED

NEW EROTIC THEME ROOMS
BOTH LOCATIONS OPEN 24HRS

Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST'S FINEST

Honey Suckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 82ND AVE.
(503) 252-8351 • Discreet Parking

Corridor of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (503) 245-4545
Discreet back lot parking with side door entrance.
Centerfold Suites
Downtown Portland's Premier Destination for Private Erotic Entertainment

OPEN 24HRS!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

ATM

Call for Bachelor Parties & Special Occasions
Same day Appointments Welcome

Located Downtown • 314 W. Burnside • 503.222.9823
Seven years ago when I moved to town, danzine was a toddler, already up and running. As luck would have it, I moved into its crib: a dilapidated old rooming house in Northwest Portland where the mag was hand-folded and stapled by resident artists, loonies and junkies on a cat-piss soaked rug. The town then seemed to be the center of the 'zine revolution, and danzine positively vibrated with that energy: everything D.I.Y., everything by and for SEXWORKERS. Now, sexworkers are not the easiest demographic to give a deadline to. But this was the little 'zine that could. Suddenly the laziest gals in town were drawing cartoons, writing fiction, designing covers, pounding the pavement for advertising and dishing up informative articles on health, work and life. It was inspiring beyond belief. Sexworkers are notorious loners; get a few of them together and they takeover the world! danzine fomented a revolution.

Danzine grew up fast. Editor Teresa Dulce only had to flirt with those boys at Kinko’s for so long before the magazine became a full-sized glossy. Its contributors and readers were devoted enough to throw bi-annual benefits, get up early to fight Portland’s City Council (and win!), donate thousands of hours to street outreach, needle exchange and HIV prevention and give lectures at schools and conventions, nationally and internationally. Teresa was the heart and soul behind all this, a regular Robin Hood. Strippers suddenly became community-minded, rather than feeling ostracized. We had a voice, we had rights and we learned how to exercise them. It’s interesting to see where Danzine alumnae are now: many of them have moved on to places like Planned Parenthood, Outside In and domestic violence shelters. Some have gone to med school and law school. Others are the best damn mothers you’ll ever meet.

Although Danzine proper may be ending, the values it instilled are indelible. All of Portland owes Teresa a Nobel Peace Prize. ‘Course she’d lose it somewhere on Lower East Burnside, or trade it for something useful like a box of fresh syringes to hand out on her travels. Good luck, woman, and god bless!! What follows is Ms. Dulce’s letter of resignation.

“Categorically dogged, mainstream press wouldn’t touch us with a ten foot pole. Screw ‘em.”
Danzine ended June 1. This included the publication, the health programs, the art shows and film festivals. This transition isn’t due to money alone, but it does lend a compelling argument. I think eight years of community service will do fine for now.

Danzine started as an idea and bloomed into a big fucking thing that was very cool while it lasted, but I’d be lying if I said I was sad to see it go to sleep.

**Danzine—Mission Statement**

Danzine was created by and for sex workers. Our goal was to provide the information and resources needed to make more informed decisions, personally and professionally.

Some of the girls hated that word—sex worker. I do too when someone tries to use it against me. Depending on what I was personally doing, I’d call myself a dancer, a model, an escort, a working girl, an outreach worker, a sex educator. Whatever I felt like, really. I thought “sex worker” was more for the press, or students. They had to call us something, because 9 times out of 10 they didn’t know shit.

**Danzine—History**

Danzine started in May of 1995 at a strip club in Chinatown, Portland. A few dancers and one escort made the ‘zine, danzine. The first articles were about dancing out of state, a good dentist who didn’t give you a headache for paying in ones, a police sting on escorts in Texas, and Outside In’s free and legal syringe exchange. The homemade publication was a cut and paste job, photocopied on a piece of paper and folded once. Sixty copies were then dropped off at clubs around town, meant for the dancers in the dressing room.

The ‘zine was self-published monthly. After a few months, a county outreach worker approached me. The nice lady said this was the exact type of thing the health department was looking for, people speaking for themselves—about what they did, needed and wanted to do.

In March 1996, Danzine became a non-profit organization and I went from being the editrix of a ‘zine to the executive director of an agency. I also started going to health coalition meetings, raising my voice at the table for community health. That summer Danzine volunteers started two health care programs: peer education in the dressing rooms and needle exchange on Friday nights in Southeast Portland. By 2003, Danzine had given over 100 presentations for health care providers in four countries, 14 states and several local agencies. I have to say, I like to travel. At first I got to travel by dancing as I went. Later I got to travel by talking about dancing.

The non-profit snowballed. We received numerous small operational grants but were never considered as a candidate for institutional money, so Danzine threw art-filled fundraisers to create the necessary revenue. In other words, we never got government money. Ever. Never. And we didn’t get money from the Ms. Foundation either, while we’re at it. Categorically dogged, mainstream press wouldn’t touch us with a ten foot pole. Screw ‘em. That’s why we started our own publication in the first place.

**Risk Reduction Programs**

350 volunteers donated over 27,000 hours for Danzine’s efforts since its inception—15,000 in the last three years alone.

Multiply that by an outreach worker pay rate of $14/hour and you realize we saved the county thousands of dollars in labor alone. This does not take into consideration the lives saved from our HIV/Hepatitis C prevention programs and the distribution of medications required to live with a virus or cure a sexually transmitted disease before it ripples out to the community.

Creating a more informed public takes creativity. It engages the written word, a piece of art, a live performance or even a simple conversation woven with self care messages. Danzine’s risk reduction efforts occurred in the dressing room, on stage, on the street, in a van, on the phone, over coffee, over drinks, with peers, with strangers and with family.

Danzine has run seven programs over the last eight years, each program created to address a specific need. We needed information in order to be more safe in our personal and professional lives. Some of these programs were the first of their kind and are now being used as models for risk reduction efforts nation wide, with a global impact.

Continued on page 75 >>
UNSPEAKABLE DEEDS WERE COMMITTED THAT NIGHT...

...DEEDS THOUGHT BY MANY TO BE IMPOSSIBLE.

YET AS BUTCH AND PETEY’S SEXUAL ROUGHHOUSING GREW MORE EXTREME, SO, TOO, DID THE INTENSITY OF THEIR HIGHEST SHARED BELIEF...

...THEY AREN’T FAGS.

TO BE CONTINUED!
ATTENTION:  
EXOTIC DANCE CLUB OWNER / OPERATORS 
YOUR BUSINESS IS UNDER ATTACK!

In the not-so-distant future there will be an issue put in front of the Oregon Supreme Court regarding an ordinance written by the City Council of Nyssa, Oregon. The ordinance, pertaining to Miss Sally’s Gentlemen’s Club, states that all entertainers must stay a minimum distance of 10 feet away from patrons while performing. In May of 1988 when Miss Sally’s was established there were no existing Nyssa city ordinances regarding exotic dance clubs, therefore the business began operating using guidelines set forth by the State of Oregon. After the ordinance was passed, citations were issued to the club owners and the local courts ruled in favor of the city. The lower courts rulings have now been appealed to the Oregon Supreme Court. With the brief history of this issue out of the way, let me explain how this will affect you and your business:

Should the Supreme Court rule in favor of the city it will set a precedent in the State of Oregon. This means ANY CITY OR COUNTY in Oregon will be able to pass ordinances directed toward your adult business and the way it is conducted. The club owners will have little if any recourse. Unhappy patrons will result in lost revenue. The problem may be on your doorstep right now (see the following article at right).

Should we win in the Supreme Court, nothing will change, if we lose it will affect us all. If you wish more information, please feel free to contact Laura Graser, Attorney at Law at 503-287-7036.

If you wish to help with financial assistance you can make a donation to Miss Sally’s Legal Defense Fund, C/O Laura Graser, Atty., PO Box 12441, Portland, Oregon 97212.

Thank you for your professional courtesy and we look forward to your support. —Miss Sally’s Gentlemen’s Club

City may support Nyssa
PORTLAND TRIBUNE  
May 13, 2003
The City Council will consider asking the Oregon Supreme Court to give it the authority to regulate where nude dancing clubs and other adult businesses can be located in Portland. The council will vote Wednesday on a resolution — submitted by Commissioner Jim Francesconi — directing the city attorney to support the city of Nyssa’s attempt to ban adult businesses in a case before the Oregon Supreme Court. All briefs are due June 24. “Commissioner Francesconi believes it’s important for local communities to be able to regulate adult businesses to protect neighborhoods,” said Francesconi aide Michael Harrison. In 1987, the state Supreme Court ruled that the Oregon Constitution prevents cities from treating adult businesses differently than any other business. But the Oregon Court of Appeals recently upheld a Nyssa ordinance regulating nude dancers, arguing that the Constitution does not, in fact, prevent cities from treating adult businesses differently than other businesses. The Supreme Court has agreed to hear the case, giving it the opportunity to reverse the 1987 decision.

ACE MEETING FOR JUNE
TUESDAY JUNE 10, 4PM @ DANTE’S • 1 SW 3RD AVE. • DOWNTOWN • 503-226-6630
( ACE MEETING IS ALWAYS THE 2ND TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH )
Come meet our attorneys and get your questions answered on legal situations BEFORE problems occur.
All members should send a representative to each meeting.
ACE COCKTAIL SOCIAL TO FOLLOW AT 5PM
resistance to you in Portland cuz you represent this kinda White Stripes [murderous aggression increases dramatically] ...uh.... fundamentalism.... uh... but you’re much better than that! But there’s still this chip on the shoulder.

Makers: Maybe when we started we were kinda like that, but that was ten years ago.

VIVA: Exactly! You’ve really moved past that. I always dance to “Are you on the inside or the outside of your) PANTS,” which is a total stripper anthem, and “Open Your Eyes.” Anyway they’re both fabulous stripper songs that the White Stripes could never write. So could you please stop this murderous aggression cuz I didn’t like you the first time I saw you? You just weren’t cottoning to this grunge Northwest philosophy that dictates you fall apart onstage every night.

Makers: When actually we were falling apart on stage every night... You’re wrong. You’re thinking of somebody else, because you are so wrong.

VIVA: Well, I’ll take that into consideration, but I remain your champion in Portland...amongst all the garage bands who are like “cluck cluck cluck” because of your slickness and ambition—or what comes across as such—

Makers: You’re just WRONG. I don’t know what the fuck you’re talking about.

VIVA: OK, fine, I’m wrong. FOR THE FIRST TIME. Next question! Are you guys single or what?

Makers: [One married, one attached, THREE SINGLE AND READY TO MINGLE. Including the LEAD SINGER.]

VIVA: What’s sexy about Seattle?

Makers: Hard one! The Space Needle is always erect.

VIVA: What’s the sexiest song ever?


VIVA: What is the sexiest band ever?

Makers: The Makers. You’d be hard pressed to find a band sexier than the Makers cuz if we did we’d beat them up.

VIVA: What’s the sexiest thing you’ve ever seen onstage?

Makers: Poison Ivy’s stage stance is the sexiest. And Jennifer from Royal Trux.

VIVA: Oh God yes! And she’s such a car wreck, too. But that is one car you wanna be IN!

Makers: Yeah, you know she stinks, you know she’s a lot of things you just don’t want, but something about her is so sexual. It has a lot to do with the music, too. It’s very very very dirty.

VIVA: What’s the sexiest song/ band of the last two years?

Makers: [groaning] That’s hard. ZZ Top? The View. Royal Trux. RYAN ADAMS.

VIVA: Ryan Adams is sexy. Why? He’s a snotty asshole.

Makers: He’s very sensitive. He’s very masculine. People say that on a personal level he’s very abrasive, but he puts so much into his music that you would have to be. For modern music, he sacrifices a lot more than most people. That’s something we can relate to. He writes a lot of pop songs and ballads and reaches this level of understanding with the Makers that most bands can’t, ya know? There’s depth there that we try, with every album, to get. The sentiment is very much the same. And very sexy. He makes a denim jacket very hot.

VIVA: It’s honesty and it’s depth and that’s fuckin’ rare. What’s sexy about the White Stripes?

Makers: Eew!! Nothing. I think what’s sexy about them is that in a year they won’t be around.

VIVA: What’s the one record that every girl should own.... like if you went to her house and she didn’t have it, you would be like, “I’m not fucking her.”


VIVA: Would you rather go bowhunting with Ted Nugent or drink til you puke with Lemmy Kilmister?

Makers: I’d actually pick Ted Nugent....I’d go bowhunting for Ted Nugent.

VIVA: What color panties are you wearing and how long have you been wearing them?

Makers: [Usual rock star panoply of NONE, STRIPED BIKINI, NO COMMENT and BLACK BOXER BRIEFS.]
1995 — danzine A zine and independent publication, danzine’s art work and words were created by the people it was meant for.

1996 — DanceReach A self care program. Peer education among dancers, lingerie models and escorts at the work site. Information and supplies shared for health care, disease prevention and vaginal care. Over 3,000 peers served.

1996 — StreetReach A hepatitis/HIV prevention program. Legal syringe exchange in Southeast Portland every Friday evening in partnership with the County Health Department. The program offered resources for disease and unwanted pregnancy prevention for injection drug users and survival based prostitutes, in addition to referrals for detox and rehab. In 2001 we included a mobile team in

the downtown area. 183,650 used syringes properly disposed of, with over 2,500 exchanges. The County will continue the van every Friday night on 82nd/Ash from 7:30 to 9 pm.

1998 — Portland Bad Date Line (PBDL) Descriptions of violent and abusive customers in the sex industry, circulated as a printed sheet every month. This started after one of our friends got hurt working as an escort. We called all the ads in the adult monthlies, told the girls we worked in town, had a friend with a bad date, and did they want the description of the guy/motherfucker? Most ladies said yes. Later the phone tree turned into a printed sheet, and now over 40 agencies in Oregon circulate it every month. Outside In is going to run the PBDL from now on—I encourage you to call in with an anonymous report if you don’t want to deal with the police: PBDL voice message number 503-535-0901.

2000 — Hepatitis C Project This project was initially created as a support group for women living with hepatitis C after a dancer we knew came up positive. Then the project turned into an information base for anybody who wanted to know more about the virus. The goal was to increase community awareness about the hepatitis C virus, and to provide the support and resources necessary to prevent and live with hepatitis C.

2001 — Danzine Thriftstore Our purpose was to provide affordable clothing, job training and a source of income for the agency. Volunteers were trained to both work in a resale shop and offer health supplies and referral to community members on Lower East Burnside. The store was open for eleven months and was a successful fundraising tool. The store had to close because nobody was going to insure us, factoring in the syringe exchange program.

2002 — Bio Hazardous Disposal Mobile Unit (Bio Babes) Bio Babes walked around and properly disposed of used syringes, crack pipes and potentially hazardous material (like a used bandaid) found on the streets surrounding the thriftstore. The neighbors loved this one.

November 2002 — Chief of Police Mark Kroeker signed a letter thanking Danzine, Outside In and the local Harm Reduction Coalition for conducting syringe exchange and helping decrease the transmission of HIV in Portland.

*June 14th, 2003* The Last Fiesta! A Danzine benefit on Saturday, June 14, featuring live music by Storm and the Balls and DJ Dairy. Come on down to Chinatown, Seven Stars Restaurant and Bar on 205 NW 4th Ave. Sliding scale $10 to $1,000. A buck off with a can of food. Food goes to Women’s Innercommunity AIDS Resource (WIAR). 21 years and over with ID. Doors 9 pm. Sponsorship from the Willamette Week.

All in all I’m glad Danzine happened, even when people hated our guts for speaking up. Keep speaking up! My mama so did not teach me to take shit. Why would I start now? I sexertained to provide for myself. Not to be a goddess. Not to be exploited. And I can think of no better reason to fight for my rights then when it comes to getting health care and a safe work space. I mean, this is my LIFE we’re talking about here.

Come to the party in June. It’s sure to be a blow out. We’ll have back issues available and Storm and the Balls put on an awesome show.

Peace and anger,
teresa dulce

“By 2003, Danzine had given over 100 presentations for health care providers in four countries, 14 states and several local agencies.”
WAKE UP ASSHOLES!!

It’s time for The Playhouse baby. Why just get up when you can get the FUCK up? The playhouse will piss you off, but before you can do a damn thing about it you’ll be laughin’ your ass off. Whether you’re on your way to work, or on your way to bed from the night before, take a moment to forget the bullshit of everyday life and just have some fun.

The Playhouse’s recipe for success stems from a well-oiled machine: PK, Scooter, Sonie and Dan E. Although that oil is mostly 80 proof, hey it keeps ‘em going.

PK is the ringleader. He is very young, but that’s just his excuse for being such a smart ass. His lead is so easy to follow that before you know it you’re in a lot of trouble.

Scooter is usually the person that falls in the deepest: falling prey to most of the pranks...but that’s okay, love will keep him together.

Then there is Sonie. God bless Sonie. If it weren’t for her, these boys would poke their eyes out. She’s super sexy and smart enough to keep PK at a distance. Fear is not seen anywhere around this lady. She’s keepin’ it real for all the girls.

Don E. is the new kid on the block with the voice that carries the same weight as gold. He has some big shoes to fill, but with the support of the best morning show on the planet it shouldn’t be too hard.

LEARN, LAUGH, GET MAD. IT’S THE PLAYHOUSE BABY!
The Spirit Room
A Late Night Dining Experience

Tuesday thru Friday 5pm - 4am
Saturday & Sunday 7pm - 4am

133 SW 2nd Ave., Suite 105, Portland, OR 97204
(503) 525-7880

www.spiritroomonline.com

MAKE LOVE NOT WAR

FANTASY
FOR ADULTS ONLY
[VIDEO & DVD SALES & RENTALS]

NOW HELPING COUPLES
MAKE BETTER LOVE
WITH THESE SIX LOCATIONS...
3137 NE SANDY BLVD - 503.239.6969 • 8445 SE MCLoughlin - 503.238.6969
1512 WEST BURNSIDE - 503.295.6969 • 3714 SE POWELL - 503.595.6969
6440 SW CORONADO - 503.244.6969
10720 SW BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY - 503.235.6969

MAKE LOVE NOT WAR

EXOTIC MAGAZINE
PlatinumStages.com

- Does not bolt into ceiling or floor.
- Pole is solidly secured into the stage structure.
- The stage is balanced to provide the same stability as a pole bolted into the ceiling without the damage.

"Used in strip clubs around the country"

As seen in FHM, Playboy, and on MTV's Crib Crashers

Portable stripper stages and poles
1-866-85-Poles

Retail Store Now Open
760 West 17th Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Ph 949.574.8844
Fax 949.547.7729
info@pimpit.com

Wholesale inquiries welcome

Inland Empire Cartel

United we fight
DANCERS & LINGERIE MODELS
Sick of the same ol’ shit?
Tired of all the drama?
If you’re beautiful, determined and dependable, we have your $$ waiting.

starline entertainment
503.909.2065

Boom Boom Room...
Classy exotic dance club on upscale Southwest Barbur Blvd. in Portland is seeking top quality dancers.

Call 971-506-7343

MODELS WANTED!!!
For 3 high traffic lingerie modeling shops!
Call John (503) 818-4215

AUDITIONS for Dante’s Sinferno Cabaret & Vaudeville... Tuesday evenings 6pm-9pm @ Dante’s (1 sw 3rd gve.)
503.226.6630 for more info

Licensed Masseuse Wanted
Call (503) 955-0661

Beautiful Models Wanted!
for reliable & determined models at downtown Portland’s premier destination for private erotic entertainment
(206) 261-3331

MALE MODELS WANTED!!!
Call, 503-955-0659

• MISCELLANEOUS •

ADULT BUSINESS FOR SALE
All inquiries can be made by calling 503-762-5433

BI-CURIOUS LOCALS!!!
Live Male Chat - Record/Listen to ads FREE. Call 503-549-9888 or 888.722.7277 for other local numbers. Enter FREE with code 6121. www.interactivemale.com

ANYTHING GOES!
Personal Listings check it out!
1-800-596-3262 $2.99 min.

FREE SEX!
30 minutes FREE w/ code 5262
• Portland: 503-802-4848
• Seattle: 206-805-4141

• Toll Free: 1-888-465-4588 (for your local number - 18+)
www.casualsexdateline.com

Hey Girl - Bad Date?
503.813.0996
Portland Metro Area “Leave a message and we’ll spread the word!”

Viagra... $6 a dose!
http://KwikMed.com/viagra/137168/

LOOKING FOR A WAY OUT??
Single male in search of a beautiful female to send back to school (?), spoil and travel with.
Long-term relationship desired.
(503) 201-1980

DYNAMIC BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Good Income. Hot Markets.
NO DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES
Free No Obligation Information
www.newbiz4freebirds.com
1-800-405-4435

WANTED: Attractive women, men and/or couples to star in adult video project. Must be 18 or older. Prefer Eugene/Springfield area but we are willing to travel. Good Money! Great Fun! For more information call Joe Wall at 1-877-490-1207

AUTO FINDER
NEW / USED / BAD CREDIT / NO CREDIT
Let me find the car and financing thet you need.
503-998-4398

FINALLY! AFFORDABLE
HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE
FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED
[Jennifer Frey]
971-207-0832

*Insurance Plans are underwritten by the MEGA Life and Health Insurance Company. Optional benefits require additional premium.

M/COMBO183

WANTED: Masseuse
Call (503) 955-0661

FOR MORE INFORMATION YOU MAY FIND US ON LINE AT www.clubvikings.com
OR YOU MAY CALL US AT (671) 646-0929, AND ASK FOR DEFRA CRUZ

DANCERS NEEDED
NEW VIKINGS CLUB (GUAM, USA) FOR STATE-HIRED ENTERTAINERS

• ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE
• CONDO ACCOMMODATIONS
• SALARY OF $450/EVERY 6 NIGHTS OF WORK
• ALL TIPS & COMMISSION KEPT BY DANCER
- NIGHTLY AVERAGE $200-$500

DANCER PROVIDES:
• 8-WEEK CONTRACT
• TOTALLY NUDE CLUB
• GOOD ATTITUDE & BUBBLY PERSONALITY
• MUST BE BETWEEN 18-29 YEARS OF AGE
• ONLY PROFESSIONAL DANCERS INQUIRE

LOCATED IN TUMON BAY, GUAM, USA

503.909.2065

ADVERTISE HERE
503-804-4479

E X O T I C  M A G A Z I N E
**Don’t Fuck - Just Get Bucks!**
Learn All The Secrets of how to make thousands as an escort without ever having sex!

Why blow men, when you can blow them off and still get rich?
I made $250,000 a year and kept my skirt on! You can too!
Save wear and tear on your precious pink parts!

www.InHisPocket.com
Get rich with the power of your inner bitch!
Check out the site before you get fucked!

---

**Beautiful & Responsible Models**
are wanted for
two high-traffic lingerie shops.

**GOT WHAT IT TAKES?**
503.869.1387

---

**NEED $ NOW? LOOK NO FURTHER**
Are you a cut above the best? STARS Cabaret is seeking quality experienced or new entertainers for our newly remodeled Beaverton location.
WE FEATURE:
- Tanning Beds, Showers
- Secure Clean Working Environment
- Friendly All New Staff
- All New Cutting Edge Show (No merchandise)
- No house fees possible, ASK US HOW!
- Active Promotions Program that brings customers to you!

Why work for clubs that take your money and do nothing for you? Check out the brand new STARS at absolutely no risk to you.

In Beaverton
In Salem
503-350-0868  503-370-8063

---

**WORK FOR PDX’S TOP DOG...**

---

**NOW BOOKING DANCERS FOR**

- Club 205
- Sassy’s
- Nicolai St. Club
- Devils Point
- Cocktails & Dreams

Call today for a Bachelor Party Package.
503.788.3336
503.788.3337
It’s that time again to put ya’ll up on what’s been crackin’ in the entertainment world. Currently ya boy J.Mack is in Los Angeles, California, working on my new album. I have also been performing throughout Southern Cal and it’s been a blast. At the same time, I still have my ear to the streets and my eyes on the entire game. In this month’s article, I’ll be letting you know what’s goin’ on in Portland, LA and nationally.

First Up - National News

Nelly Victimized by Charity Fraud

The very next day after the multi-platinum rap superstar announced that he was launching a nationwide search for a bone marrow donor for his sister, Jackie Donahue, he learned that some punk ass imposters were trying to steal money meant for the cause. These charity poachers were apparently making phone calls to raise funds in the Los Angeles area and in Nelly’s hometown of St. Louis. What makes this situation real fucked to me is that, if his sister dies because some generous people gave their hard-earned money to some bullshitters instead of the actual charity, they may change their minds about donating money in the future. A spokesperson for Nelly and his sister said, "Jackie is disappointed but strong in faith, and believes that the imposters will get what they deserve from a higher power."

On Wednesday, May 14th, in St. Louis, Nelly and his sister Jackie announced her immediate need for a bone marrow donor and formed the charity organization "Jes Us 4 Jackie". If you or someone you know would like to make a legitimate donation to help Nelly’s sister, the only way to do so is to visit their website jesus4jackie.com. Good luck to ya’ll. One!!

Dennis Rodman—married?

What I’m wondering is which one of them wore the wedding dress? Anyway, the former NBA bad boy was recently married on his 42nd birthday to Michelle Moyer. The couple met at a bar four years ago and have two children. They exchanged vows in a quiet civil ceremony in Newport Beach, California. Now they are planning a huge celebration at the beach on June 14th. Even his homies were laughing. I swear it was like some 8 Mile type of shit that night.

Before I came down to LA, I had the chance to check out a new Hip-Hop spot in the P-Town. It takes place on Tuesday nights at the Ash Street Club. It’s located in downtown Portland on S.W. 2nd & Ash. They have a live band that plays behind some of the tightest rappers in the city. The night I went to the club, I was called to the stage to participate in a free-style session. I was like "this boy is in for a verbal ass whoopin'" because free-styling is one of my many areas of expertise. After he said that shit, it was seriously on!!! I hit him with both barrels. "You’re a Hip-Hop Scarecrow with stinky dreads......and he was born out the ass of a Chicken-head!!!" I can’t really remember everything I said to old boy, but everybody in the Ash Street was crackin’ up. Even his homies were laughing.

This supa-dupa fly Redbone is about to go to school to become a master chef. She’ll definitely be the hottest chick in the restaurant business. I want dinner when you graduate ma…. One Love.

Honey of the Month—Iesha

This supa-dupa fly Redbone is about to go to school to become a master chef. She’ll definitely be the hottest chick in the restaurant business. I want dinner when you graduate ma…. One Love.

One Love,
J.Mack
YOUR VIP PASS TO THE EXOTIC DANCE INDUSTRY

Gentlemen's Club Owners

EXPO XI
2003
CAESAR'S PALACE
Las Vegas, NY.

August 26th - 28th

Learn...
Tips on marketing & management

Network...
With club owners & operators from across the country

See the Latest Products & Services...
With 250 booths at the Expo Tradeshow

Honor...
The best at the E.D. Awards Show

Relax...
With friends at the nightly parties

Meet Entertainers at the Tradeshow and the Showcases

FAN FAIR 2003
August 29th & 30th
CAESAR'S PALACE
Las Vegas, NY.

See Top Entertainers...
At the many hot dancer showcases

Have Fun in the Sun...
At the world's largest Bikini Contest

DON'T MISS OUT!
The Adult Entertainers Guide is 212 pages with contact info and photos on over 700 feature entertainers and porn stars. The Adult Nightclubs Guide is 284 pages with listings on over 2,300 topless and nude clubs. The Buyers Guide has details on over 1,000 industry vendors and suppliers. The Bulletin magazine comes out every two months and is packed with industry photos and articles.

log onto www.ExoticDancer.com or call 727-726-3592

Expo 2003 registration
- Industry fee: $319 per person
- Dancer fee: $219 per person
- Exhibitor fee: $1,195
- Awards Show & Dinner: $89
For industry only. Registrations include access to Expo Panel Sessions, the Tradeshow, continental breakfasts, receptions, private parties, dancer showcases and Fan Fair Aug. 29-30.

Fan Fair 2003 registration
- General Admission: $99 per person
- VIP Badge & Gifts: $199 per person
- Awards Show & Dinner: $89
For fans! Two days of one-on-one meetings with over 100 of the industry's hottest adult entertainers and porn stars, the world's largest Exotic Dancer Bikini Contest, the Feature Entertainer Tradeshow and 2 nights of showcases.

Buy The Guides
- Clubs Guide: $30
- Entertainers Guide: $26
- Buyers Guide: $26
- Bulletin (6 issues): $49
The prices above include shipping and handling.

CAESAR'S PALACE ROOM RESERVATIONS
(800) 634-6661 ($139 rate ALL week)

Co: ____________________________ Attendees: 1) ____________________________
2) ____________________________ 3) ____________________________ Email: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________ City: ____________________________
State: ___ Zip: __________ Phone: ____________________________ Fax: ____________________________
Total Enclosed: ____________ Payment by: ( ) Check/MO ( ) Amex ( ) Mcard ( ) Visa
Card #: ____________________________ Exp. ____________________________ Name on card: ____________________________

Return to: ED Publ., 2431 Estancia Blvd., Bldg. B, Clearwater, FL 33761 (727) 726-3592 Fax: (727) 712-8282
5305 SE Foster
503.774.4513
Now with Dancers!
Daily 11am-2:30am
Full Bar & Lottery
Auditioning
Talented Performers
Call 503-774-4513

SATURDAYS
Gallery’s Girl Next Door of the Year 2002
Holly Foxxx
9pm-2am

Now Booked By
BIG DOG
503-788-3336

“A Little Piece of Hell in Southeast Portland”
WIN A
BOOB JOB CONTEST 2003

ROUND 1
THU JUNE 12TH @ 9PM
SASSY’S
927 SE MORRISON • PORTLAND

ROUND 2
THU JUNE 19TH @ 9PM
CLEOPATRA’S VIEWPOINT
8102 NE KILLINGSWORTH • PORTLAND

ROUND 3
THU JUNE 26TH @ 9PM
EXOTICA
240 NE COLUMBIA • PORTLAND

FINAL ROUND
THU JULY 10TH @ 9PM
STARS BEAVERTON
4570 SW LOMBARD AVE • BEAVERTON

LAST CHANCE TO SIGN-UP!
Time is running out! Don’t miss your last opportunity to enter one of Portland’s most famous contests. Sign up at... THE RELECTORY ON WEDNESDAY JUNE 4 at 9PM located at NE 122nd & Halsey.

All contestants must be at least 21 years of age. Contestants will be judged on performance, costume, creativity and charm. Entry fee is $50 with all stage and house fees inclusive. First prize is a breast augmentation. Second prize is a snowboard. Third prize is a professional photo shoot and make-over.

Hold On To Your Bra Straps! Here We Go!
The Preliminary Rounds are set for June.

The Final Round will be announced next month. To be a contestant you must sign up for one of the following Preliminary Rounds. For more information on entering, please turn to page 65 or call (503) 827-8018.
EXOTIC MAGAZINE

www.bunnyranch.net

LOOKING FOR FUN GIRLS... TOP BOOKERS EARN UP TO $10,000 PER WEEK
CALL TOLL-FREE 1-888-BUNNYRANCH

THE REAL DEAL!

69 Moonlight Road • Carson City, Nevada • Minutes from Reno & Lake Tahoe
WWW.BUNNYRANCH.NET & WWW.SUNSETTHOMAS.NET
THE BOOB TUBE
"Moral Reality" every Tuesday night 11:30pm on Ch.11

PANDORA WET & WILD
AVAILABLE AT EXCLUSIVE TAN
TUESDAY, 5-12PM
THURSDAY, 5-12PM
SATURDAY, 4-10PM
SUNDAY, 4-10PM

INTIMATE OBSESSIONS
MONDAY, 5-12PM
Temptations
Exotic Dancers
18 & Older
Comfortable, Casual, Conversation Friendly
Private Shows - Couples Welcome - Bachelor Parties
Lotions & Massage Oils - Tobacco Accessories
$5.00 Cover
Good for Re-entry All Day
Hours: Mon-Wed, 3pm-1am • Thurs, 3pm-3am • Fri-Sat, 3pm-1am
503-243-CITY • 322 SW 3rd
Now Hiring 18 & Older House Dancers, Incentives

King's Row Motel
XXX In Room Movies • Hourly & Nightly Rates
Very Discreet • Call 24/7 • 503-659-3878
In Room Hot Tubs!
Independently Owned
12700 SE McLoughlin Blvd, Milwaukie

Now Booking
21 and Over
&
Ages 18 - 21
Classy Ass Agency
(503) 901-5992
Kylee puts the Boom in the Boom Boom Room

503.244.7630
8345 SW Barbur Blvd.
Open Every Day 2pm-2am
AUTO LOANS
WE DON'T GET PAID TO SAY NO!

- BAD CREDIT
- REPOSSESSIONS
- UNEMPLOYMENT
- NO CREDIT
- 1ST TIME BUYER
- SOCIAL SECURITY
- OPEN BANKRUPTCY
- WELFARE
- MULTIPLE BANKRUPTCIES
- NO PROOF OF INCOME
- ENTERTAINERS

PROBLEM PROVING YOUR INCOME? NO PROBLEM!
LET US WORK FOR YOU!!

WE TAKE ANYTHING IN ON TRADE

LARGE SELECTION OF CARS, TRUCKS, VANS & SUV’S
ALL VEHICLES COME WITH A WARRANTY

VEHICLES FROM $300 & UP...

PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $99

NO MATTER WHAT THE SITUATION, WE CAN HELP!!!
IF YOU HAVE A JOB AND A CONTACT PHONE, YOU’RE APPROVED!
CREATIVE FINANCING, BANK LOANS, BUY HERE-PAY HERE
(PLUS WE REPORT TO ALL CREDIT BUREAUS)

CALL FOR FAST LOAN APPROVAL
503-786-0500 OR 1-866-716-2626

SCOZZARI’S AUTO SALES LLC
15555 SE MCLoughlin Blvd., Milwaukie, OR 97267
EVERY TUESDAY AT MAGIC...

S.I.N. Night
(SERVICE INDUSTRY NITE)

$1.00 Off - All Night
(WITH YOUR OLCC SERVER’S PERMIT)

- Free Pool -

217 NW 4TH AVE • 503-224-8472
WWW.MAGICGARDEN.CITYSEARCH.COM

For All Your Night Moves.

Fantasyland
ADULT SUPER STORE

The Ultimate In Intimate!

KAMA SUTRA, EXOTIC LOTIONS & CREAMS, MARITAL AIDS
SPECIALTY MAGAZINES & VIDEOS STARTING AT $14.95

CHECK OUT OUR WIDE SELECTION
OF DVD RENTALS & SALES

503-655-4667
16014 SE 82nd DRIVE
Just East of 205 off the Estacada Exit
Always the most Stunning Models

Secret PLEASURES
The Gentlemen's Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

FEATURING Jasmine

4345 SW ROSE BOGGS AVE
503.644.5730
A MILE WEST OF HWY. 217 OFF OF CANYON RD.

SUN-THU 10AM-MIDNIGHT • FRI & SAT 10AM-2AM
BRING OUT YOUR BELLBOTTOMS
IT'S DOLPHIN 2'S
70'S THEME PARTY

FEATURING MISS DIVINE

WED JUNE 25TH
EVERYTHING 70'S ALL NIGHT
INCLUDING CUSTOMER COSTUME CONTEST • BEST 70'S OUTFIT
$300 FIRST PRIZE
$150 SECOND PLACE
$50 THIRD PLACE

THE DOLPHIN I
17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd.
503-654-9366

THE DOLPHIN II
10860 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy.
503-627-0666

BOTH LOCATIONS OPEN DAILY 11AM-2AM
NAUGHTY or NICE?

Honey Suckles
LINGERIE
3520 NE 32ND AVE.
(503) 252-8251 • Discreet Parking

Baby Dolls
SOUTHWEST'S FINEST

You decide...
Find Kayla only at

Corner of 30th & Barbur
9050 SW Barbur Blvd. (303) 215-455
Discreet back lot parking with side door entrance.
It’s not the only thing that can improve your sex life...

COME IN FOR YOUR FREE GIFT WITH ANY $40 PURCHASE
$10 OFF ALL RENTALS (EXCLUDING NEW RELEASE)